
what'
s UP!





Hope Box is more than 25 years art-active and looking back often seems to be ahead of its time and a witness 
of big changes, worldwide and local. Over the last decades technological development accelerated and 

freedom gained space – as did inequality and the environmental threat. The question is ‘what’s up?’ and how do 
artists deal with these chances and challenges.



the first flower your culture steps on the street...



this year Fio 
Silva joined 
our Hope Box 
Angel team 
and made some 
dazzling roof 
art on Hang 
Bong street

together with Hope Box Angel Zycl1, Fio painted the Street around West Lake



Between October 28 and November 6, 2017, the Hope Box Angels 
transformed the facade and entrance hall of  Hang Da Market in a 
flower you Culture interactive exhibition and workshop space 

...For Breakdance and art 
(painting/drawing) 

Culture is considered one of 
the most important factors of 
social and economical 
development. Imagination and 
creativity are the most 
effective seeds for people to 
blossom. 

featuring 
(inter)national and 
future Hope Box 

fio and My working on the 
facade of Hang Da Market

before...

...after



The 
Transformation 
Kite, HBX XPRSS 
templates and 
the banners 
make a 
spectacular 
HBX 25UP 
interactive 
exhibition!



breakdance workshops 
featuring Human beatbox Linh C 
and bboy Aleandro 'Popeye'



latest Weather Report starring 
Gang of Five & Fio Silva

In the Weather 
Report catalogue 
1995, the Vietnamese 
poet Duong Tuong 
wrote: ‘The Weather 
will be Fair’, a 
promising foresight 
that is the starting-
point of the Weather 
Report Station 
featuring the latest 
Weather Report, and 
on top of that unique 
rooftop murals





Loony Cat & My!







Transformation will initiate expeditions 
to important cultural places in Hanoi 
like the Gang of Five Chancing Modern to 
initiate dialogues featuring Cadavre 
Exquis art-actions on the topic of 
change in an attempt to answer the 
central question ‘whats up?.



BLOCK!

 with Nga and Thuy

to be continued...

hope box angels hanoi in Ho Chi Minh City




